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Grey Larsen, in the 150 Gems collection, has given us a most welcome follow-up to his

encyclopedic volume, The Essential Guide to Irish Flute and Tin Whistle (Mel Bay Publications,

2003) and The Essential Tin Whistle Toolbox (Mel Bay Publications, 2004). The Gems feature

not only meticulously-selected tunes, but represent the first mjor offerings that use Larsen's

innovative system of notating Irish ornamentation. This book with access to online audio will

help players gain a deeper understanding of the Irish musical tradition as well as provide new

material to enhance the experience of the solo player and Irish session participant alike.



The Essential Guide to Irish Flute and Tin Whistle

Nik Reiman, “One of the best guides to tin whistle!. A great book with a thorough introduction

and wide selection of tunes. Audio files for all songs can be downloaded on the publisher’s

website.I’m a beginner to tin whistle, but have prior experience with piano and am comfortable

reading sheet music. This book is perfect for me, given that experience. If you can’t read sheet

music, then this book will likely be too challenging for you.”

Claude H., “If you want to learn the tin whistle, this is the book for yo.. Great book, lot of

information, can't wait to start reading.”

HFM, “Lovely renditions, but not for the beginner.. Absolutely fantastic, but not for the beginner.

It's hard not to be impressed by Grey Larsen's whistle books. 'Thorough' is probably the best

word to sum up his encyclopaedic knowledge of whistle playing, and here he does give an

explanation of techniques and his special notation which is exclusive to him. However, these

guidelines are brief, and this would not be a good choice for a beginner. For the more initiated

though, you'll find some glorious playing on the CD's and Larsen deserves massive praise for

trying to revolutionise the way that ornamentation is written in notation. His style of playing is

also some of the best I've heard. It will be hard work, but worth it in the end! I only wish the

author would write a symbol for notes tongued. The only person in the world doing that in their

tutorials is the whistle maestro Mary Bergin in her whistle tutor books.”

Chris, “Five Stars. Now I have to learn them!!!”

Tamnaceol, “5* whistling, 4.5* for a decent book ~ 2* the 2 CDs. 3 stars was my original rating

for this set because of Mel Bay cutting corners and using cheap burn-to blue media instead of

doing things right, as most of their competitors have done. But, that was unfair to Grey Larsen,

and this is that good, that well thought out, and, when you can actually hear Grey's playing,

that well played, I have to up it to 4, though if Mel Bay had done the right thing it would have

had the full 5. It's a shame Mel Bay hasn't done this excellent resource the justice it, Grey's

hard work, and their customers deserve. Though the CDs have tempted me to go as low as 2,

out of anger and disappointment with Mel Bay and not because of Mr. Larson's excellent

whistle playing, It's that good I had to upgrade my previous rating to 4 stars, for Grey's work

and whistle playing, when not 'corrupted'. The temptation downards in the count is all because

of Mel Bay's use of this cheap blue dye media, which shows a lack of care and consideration

on Mel Bay's part in this otherwise excellent resource.For us, two out of three CDs, one sent as

replacement, unsurprisingly, had corrupt files that also caused drives to stop and spit them out,

or interferred with the listen with unpleasant noise. It's a shame, as this is one of the best

resources for whistle players I've come across. While this is really for the intermediate player,

someone with a few dance tunes already in hand, ones you can play comfortably, it would

make a good supplemental resource while taking lessons one-to-one or in a group, and/or with

a beginning publications, with recordings, of Geraldine Cotter, Clare McKenna or Cathal

McConnell:

  

Geraldine Cotter's Traditional Irish Tin Whistle Tutor (Penny & Tin Whistle)



  

  

    

  

A Complete Guide to Learning the Irish Tin Whistle

  

  

    

  

Cathal McConnell Teaches Irish Pennywhistle

  

  

My original review: The hard work that went into this deserves 5 stars, for the author and

whistler/flautist Grey Larsen, for the ideas behind an otherwise great resource. Where thing fall

down is with the company he's chosen to produce and distribute this, Mel Bay. It has me

wondering if this something they've farmed out to China? Possibly not, as maybe even China

would have done a better job on this. The booklet is nicely thought and layed out out and a

decent printing, a good read and a useful resource on its own. The loss of two stars (originally)

was the fault solely of the cheap media used in 'burning' the two accompanying CDs. But that

wasn't all, after removing the security tabs of the plastic pockets the CDs were in, then

spending extra time carefully removing Disk 1, which was glued into the back cover, both CDs

appeared to be dirty. The many small smudges and markings found on the blue underside of

both CDs didn't come clean in a light wash off, and Disk 1 also had one considerable scratch

across the top. Still, what was most disappointing is that Mel Bay had chosen to use CHEAP

blue dyed media to BURN these two CDs, instead of doing a proper cut and press like the bulk

of their competition do. Why is this important to note, well, this cheap burned-to media has a

high failure rate on average, a lot of waste, and it also has a generally low life expectancy.



While I did receive a replacement the one CD that arrived glued into the back, that proved to

have corrupt files on it. Half our CD drives, after playing a few tracks, just spit it out and

wouldn't play it further, giving it up halfway through one of the early tracks. Carefully cleaning of

the glue from the scratched CD, that too, probably because of the top surface scratch, has

serious problems and will not play clean.This is a lovely package, or could have been if Mel

Bay hadn't been so cheap and cut corners with the two accompanying CDs, choosing to burn

Grey's lovely playing to this cheap blue dye media. I did eventually find one drive on one of our

computers that would allow me to access the audio files, so there's hope. I've also written Mel

Bay a few times on these problems. Grey's such a nice player, and all the tracks, those I could

access, are played in a lovely relaxed and clear style, played once and a bit through every

tune, and with excellent back up for notated examples of ornamentation and variaton in the

book. This package is perfect for building your repertoire, understanding and appreciation ~

whatever your instrument. It's a shame Mr. Larsen didn't choose the publisher more wisely, but

then, having had dealings with Mel Bay in the past, they used to be a considerate and caring

company, or seemed so. I can't remember one problem in the past with them, but things

change. With this, the CDs, they've gone cheap, cut corners, and that's not considerate or

caring of either the author and musician Grey Larsen, the one who put the hard work, thought,

experience and long hours into this, or their customers.YES, this is worth having and learning

from, but be wary of the CDs, and if you have ANY trouble at all ~ pester Mel Bay to do you

right...Here's what's on the two companion CDs, in Grey's own words, from the 'Introduction',

page 8:"Despite the fact that these transcriptions include ornamentation and breathing

suggestions, music notation can never fully convey the richness of traditional music. The

companion CDs are therefore an essential component of this collection. Below each tune

transcription you'll find a reference to its CD location.On these CDs I play all 150 tunes on tin

whistle one time through, with ornamentation as notated. When I take a breath it is in accord

with each tune's notated breathing suggestions. Tunes 1 through 94 (the Whistle Friendly

Tunes) are on CD #1, tunes 95 through 150 on CD #2. Recordings of some of the musical

examples from pages 14 - 40 are found after the tunes on CD #2."Contents of the book include

- Dedication; Acknowledgement and Credits; Introduction; Chapter 1: Ornamentation and its

notation; Chapter 2: Modes and Other Notation Matters; Chapter 3: Breathing and Phrasing;

SECTION ONE: Whistle-Friendly Tunes; SECTION TWO: Tunes of Non-Wind Origin; SECTION

THREE: Tunes for Non-D Whistles; Contents of the Companion CDs; Index of Tune Titles;

Index of Tunes by Tune Type; Index of Tune Sources; About the Author; Books and Recordings

by Grey Larsen... Sections 1, 2 & 3 include short introductions, the transcriptions ('the dots'),

and notes.”

The book has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 15 people have provided feedback.
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